The production of barrier packaging materials, e.g., for food, by physical vapor deposition (PVD) of inorganic coatings such as aluminum on polymer substrates is an established and well understood functionalization technique today. In order to achieve a sufficient barrier against gases, a coating thickness of approximately 40 nm aluminum is necessary. This review provides a holistic overview of relevant methods commonly used in the packaging industry as well as in packaging research for determining the aluminum coating thickness. The theoretical background, explanation of methods, analysis and effects on measured values, limitations, and resolutions are provided. In industrial applications, quartz micro balances (QCM) and optical density (OD) are commonly used for monitoring thickness homogeneity. Additionally, AFM (atomic force microscopy), electrical conductivity, eddy current measurement, interference, and mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) are presented as more packaging research related methods. This work aims to be used as a guiding handbook regarding the thickness measurement of aluminum coatings for packaging technologists working in the field of metallization.
Introduction
As early as 1994, researchers were looking for the absolute minimum of material usage for disposable packaging, pursuing the need for environmental protection. Additionally, mono materials are preferred due to easier recyclability [1] . However, pure polymeric materials often fail to fulfill the barrier requirements needed to sufficiently protect packed goods, e.g., food against light, moisture, oxygen, and other gases. In contrast to that, aluminum foil with a thickness of about 6 to 40 µm has extremely high barrier properties. Therefore it is predominantly used for the packaging of highly sensitive pharmaceutical products in flexible packaging or blister packs [2, 3] . Yet, aluminum has a rather negative environmental impact, which is why we must strive to further reduce its amount [4] . In order to maintain the high barrier properties of aluminum while simultaneously minimizing material usage, nanometer-thin aluminum coatings are applied on polymers via PVD (vacuum evaporation). In this process, aluminum is heated until it evaporates in a vacuum chamber. The polymer substrate is moved across the aluminum gas cloud so that the metal condenses on the polymer surface. In this way, thicknesses of only a few nanometers can be realized. However, in order to reach suitable barrier properties, an approximate thickness of 40 nm of aluminum is commonly necessary. Apart from pure ALD is a layer-by-layer process in which only one monomolecular layer is applied in each production cycle. It is based on alternate pulsing of the precursor gases onto the substrate surface, followed by the chemisorption or surface reaction [8] . The advantage is that the produced layers are perfectly dense and free of pinholes. Therefore, they offer extremely low gas permeabilities. Moreover, temperature and pressure conditions are less intense than in vacuum deposition [9] . Although lately a continuous operation mode was developed, the production speed is rather low and therefore costly.
One example for liquid phase chemical techniques in packaging applications is Ormocer ® , i.e., organically modified ceramics [10] . Those are applied via a sol-gel process in order to achieve a nanometer thin coating [11, 12] . The very basic form of a sol-gel process is the draining and evaporation of the solvent, followed by condensation reactions [13] . This coating leads to smoothening of the surface of polymers. Like this, the negative impact of surface inhomogeneities on barrier performance can be reduced [14] . The advantage in comparison to other processes is the lower amount of required equipment and lower costs. Moreover similar to CVD it provides the possibility to tailor the microstructure of the coating [13] .
Application of Aluminum via Vacuum Evaporation and Layer Growth
Physical vapor deposition is not only used for packaging materials, but also e.g., for capacitor films, holographic coatings, transparent conducting oxides, energy conservation windows, solar cells and absorbers, flexible circuits, or thin film batteries [15] . The basic construction for a vacuum evaporation deposition chamber is illustrated in Figure 1 . The chamber is divided into two parts, where chamber (A) includes the unwinding (C) and rewinding (D) of the substrate web and holds a low pressure of about 1 × 10 −3 mbar. The lower part (B) is set under a vacuum of about 1 × 10 −5 mbar. There are lots of data available about aluminum vapor pressure curves, onset, offset and melting temperature as values change a lot depending on the exact metal composition [16] . However, it can be said that the vacuum reduces the evaporation temperature of aluminum from approximately 2742 • C at 1013 mbar to 813 • C at 1 × 10 −5 mbar [17, 18] . Moreover the vacuum avoids the scattering of aluminum atoms and their reaction with other gas atoms or molecules (e.g., with oxygen to aluminum oxide). The chilled process roll (I) together with the conductance rolls (E) separate the chamber into (A) and (B), leaving a small opening for the substrate to pass from one zone to the other. The process roll (I) is positioned above the evaporator (F). Two main principles are available for evaporation. The aluminum could either be fed as a wire onto a resistance heated boat, from where it evaporates. Otherwise the aluminum could be fed as granulate in a target and then be heated via an electron beam. In each case the aluminum evaporates and condenses on the surface of the substrate web, which is moved across the process roll (I). The thickness of the aluminum can be adjusted by the web speed or the evaporation rate. The evaporation rate is regulated via the energy input in the evaporator in combination and/or the speed of aluminum feed. The thickness is commonly monitored either by a quartz micro balance (QMB) right at the place of evaporation (G) or by the measurement of optical density (H) before rewinding [15] .
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Physical vapor deposition is not only used for packaging materials, but also e.g., for capacitor films, holographic coatings, transparent conducting oxides, energy conservation windows, solar cells and absorbers, flexible circuits, or thin film batteries [15] . The basic construction for a vacuum evaporation deposition chamber is illustrated in Figure 1 . The chamber is divided into two parts, where chamber (A) includes the unwinding (C) and rewinding (D) of the substrate web and holds a low pressure of about 1 × 10 −3 mbar. The lower part (B) is set under a vacuum of about 1 × 10 −5 mbar. There are lots of data available about aluminum vapor pressure curves, onset, offset and melting temperature as values change a lot depending on the exact metal composition [16] . However, it can be said that the vacuum reduces the evaporation temperature of aluminum from approximately 2742 °C at 1013 mbar to 813 °C at 1 × 10 −5 mbar [17, 18] . Moreover the vacuum avoids the scattering of aluminum atoms and their reaction with other gas atoms or molecules (e.g., with oxygen to aluminum oxide). The chilled process roll (I) together with the conductance rolls (E) separate the chamber into (A) and (B), leaving a small opening for the substrate to pass from one zone to the other. The process roll (I) is positioned above the evaporator (F). Two main principles are available for evaporation. The aluminum could either be fed as a wire onto a resistance heated boat, from where it evaporates. Otherwise the aluminum could be fed as granulate in a target and then be heated via an electron beam. In each case the aluminum evaporates and condenses on the surface of the substrate web, which is moved across the process roll (I). The thickness of the aluminum can be adjusted by the web speed or the evaporation rate. The evaporation rate is regulated via the energy input in the evaporator in combination and/or the speed of aluminum feed. The thickness is commonly monitored either by a quartz micro balance (QMB) right at the place of evaporation (G) or by the measurement of optical density (H) before rewinding [15] . The growing of condensed atoms to a closed coating and the developing micro structure are dependent on various parameters. The kind of substrate as well as its orientation, evaporation temperature and rate play an important role. Coating thickness, angle of deposition and the energy of condensed atoms or molecules also affect the material structure [19] . Apart from that, the substrate has a major effect on the formation of the coating. In case dust is present on the polymer surface, these particles might be coated with aluminum but then fall off after deposition. In this case, the particle leaves behind a non-coated pinhole, which reduces the gas barrier. One other issue is the substrate roughness. According to [15] and others, valleys in the surface will lead to preferential nucleation and epitaxy as these valleys are energetically favorable for aluminum atoms. Consequently, layer growth is not evenly distributed but rather inhomogeneous. One technique to overcome this problem is the biaxial orientation of polymeric substrates, which leads to the reduction of surface roughness due to the stretching and smoothening of polymeric chains for PET [20] . Generally it is assumed that by stretching the polymer chains align, so that the crystallinity of the material increases and the surface is smoothened [21] . Conversely, a roughening effect due to stretching was reported in [22] . The negative effect of substrate roughness on the gas barrier of inorganic coatings is described in [23, 24] . Moreover, the attachment of atoms on the polymer surface depends on the surface tension of the substrate. Surface tension can be increased by plasma treatment, by which e.g., carbonyl, carboxyl, hydroxyl, peroxide, and other groups are introduced onto the polymer surface. There is a tendency that with higher surface tension, more atoms attach on the surface and thus increase the barrier [24] . Additionally, it was reported that plasma treatments can simultaneously alter the surface geometry, as low weight molecules migrate to the charged areas on the surface and consequently built peaks [25] .
Layer growth starts with the first nuclei of condensed atoms, which define the subsequent layer structure. The arriving atoms can either deflect from the substrate or lose enough kinetic energy that they are loosely bound as adatoms on the surface. Those adatoms predominantly bind to existing material clusters or to other energetically favorable places. Those could be steps, edges or cavities in the surface topography. If the residual energy is high enough, the atoms further diffuse on the substrate surface. Like this, single adatoms can form stable or metal stable clusters [26, 27] .
Generally, three models are described, which cover a variety of possible interactions between substrate and adatoms of which model in Figure 2a ,c are the two extremes and Figure 2b is a combination of both [26] [27] [28] [29] . In the model of Frank van der Merwe (Figure 2a) , the cohesion between the adatoms is weaker than the binding to the substrate. Then, a monolayer grows, which is first fully closed, before the next layers start to grow. In comparison to that, the Stranski-Krastanov model (Figure 2b ) introduces the idea that first single layers grow like in (Figure 2a) , on which islands then start to appear. The Volmer-Weber model (Figure 2c ) goes to the other extreme and assumes that the interactions between adatoms are stronger then the interaction with the substrate. After the nucleation of small clusters, these grow to small three-dimensional islands. Only at high layer thicknesses can closed coating be achieved [29] [30] [31] [32] .
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The growing of condensed atoms to a closed coating and the developing micro structure are dependent on various parameters. The kind of substrate as well as its orientation, evaporation temperature and rate play an important role. Coating thickness, angle of deposition and the energy of condensed atoms or molecules also affect the material structure [19] . Apart from that, the substrate has a major effect on the formation of the coating. In case dust is present on the polymer surface, these particles might be coated with aluminum but then fall off after deposition. In this case, the particle leaves behind a non-coated pinhole, which reduces the gas barrier. One other issue is the substrate roughness. According to [15] and others, valleys in the surface will lead to preferential nucleation and epitaxy as these valleys are energetically favorable for aluminum atoms. Consequently, layer growth is not evenly distributed but rather inhomogeneous. One technique to overcome this problem is the biaxial orientation of polymeric substrates, which leads to the reduction of surface roughness due to the stretching and smoothening of polymeric chains for PET [20] . Generally it is assumed that by stretching the polymer chains align, so that the crystallinity of the material increases and the surface is smoothened [21] . Conversely, a roughening effect due to stretching was reported in [22] . The negative effect of substrate roughness on the gas barrier of inorganic coatings is described in [23, 24] . Moreover, the attachment of atoms on the polymer surface depends on the surface tension of the substrate. Surface tension can be increased by plasma treatment, by which e.g., carbonyl, carboxyl, hydroxyl, peroxide, and other groups are introduced onto the polymer surface. There is a tendency that with higher surface tension, more atoms attach on the surface and thus increase the barrier [24] . Additionally, it was reported that plasma treatments can simultaneously alter the surface geometry, as low weight molecules migrate to the charged areas on the surface and consequently built peaks [25] .
(a) (b) (c) Figure 2 . Models for layer growth: Frank van der Merwe (a); Stranski-Krastanov (b); Volmer-Weber (c) (adapted from [1, 15] ).
Pores and Defects
Normally, metals have a crystalline structure, i.e., a strictly periodical arrangement of atoms. Therefore, Bravais [33] introduced the concept of a space lattice, which equals a three-dimensional mathematical point pattern. Herein, each point can be imagined as the center of an atom. Metallic [1, 15] ).
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Normally, metals have a crystalline structure, i.e., a strictly periodical arrangement of atoms. Therefore, Bravais [33] introduced the concept of a space lattice, which equals a three-dimensional mathematical point pattern. Herein, each point can be imagined as the center of an atom. Metallic elements mostly crystallize in three lattice types [34] : cubic body centered, cubic face centered, and hexagonal. Aluminum typically crystallizes in a cubic face centered manner [35] . However, crystalline structures are never free of defects. Defects are subdivided into (i) blank spaces and interstitials; (ii) displacements; (iii) grain and phase limits [34, 36] and can affect physical properties like barrier towards gases, electrical conductivity, and optical density.
Apart from the defects due to the lattice, additional macroscopic defects might appear due to contamination with dust prior to the deposition process. These dust particles might stick on the substrate surface, are then covered with aluminum and fall off the substrate afterwards as they are only loosely bound. In such a case, this leaves behind a defect in the coating. Additionally some films contain so-called anti-block particles on one side of the film. When the material is winded, the backside of the film touches the front side of the film. Consequently, the anti-block particles can injure the inorganic nano-scale aluminum coating [37] .
Formation of Aluminum Oxide
Aluminum is a reactive metal that easily oxidizes when it is taken out of the vacuum chamber and set under atmospheric conditions. Hence it builds up a stable oxide layer that has an amorphous structure and protects the underlying metal from further corrosion and oxidation. Then the oxide layer is hydrated to aluminum oxide hydroxide or aluminum hydroxide [38, 39] . The oxide layer has a thickness of 3 to 10 nm [39] [40] [41] [42] . In [42] it was observed, that the oxide layer grows not only on the outer surface but also between the aluminum and the substrate web.
Permeation through Organic Substrates and Inorganic Coatings
A barrier is defined as the resistance against permeation, i.e., against the mass transfer of gaseous substances through a solid body. The process of permeation involves four main stages: adsorption, absorption, diffusion and desorption [43] . In the first step the molecules are adsorbed onto the substrate surface of the solid material and build up a thin molecule layer by adhesive power. Then, permeating molecules are absorbed and transported through the polymer. The permeation coefficient (P) of molecules is determined by two factors, (S) and (D) (Equation (3)). The solubility coefficient (S) describes the concentration (c) of dissolved molecules in the polymer in dependence of the partial pressure (p) (Equation (1)). The diffusion coefficient (D) describes how fast molecules permeate along the concentration gradient (∆c) using intermolecular and intramolecular spaces until a solution equilibrium is established. The diffusion flux (J) of molecules permeating through a homogenous polymer over a certain distance (∆d) along the concentration gradient is explained by Fick's first law of diffusion (Equation (2)). Finally molecules are desorbed from the polymer surface and evaporated or removed by other mechanisms. The overall permeability of a polymer (Q poly ) is then described by the permeation coefficient (P) and the thickness of the material (d) (Equation (4)).
The barrier of inorganic coatings is subjected to its chemical composition, the microstructure and homogeneity [19, 26] . Although a thin evaporated inorganic coating clearly improves the barrier Coatings 2017, 7, 9 6 of 32 properties of polymer substrates, it still shows a permeability that is several magnitudes higher than it would be for a perfectly crystalline material. This can be partially explained by the layer growth and the connected degree of imperfection. Moreover, contamination during the evaporation by other gases or dust, anti-block particles in the substrate, as well as mechanical tensions between the substrate and the inorganic coating play an important role. All these factors may lead to cracks or pores in the coating and thus increase the gas transmission of the polymer and coating (Q poly+coat ) [44, 45] . In relation to the pore size, different mechanisms for permeation are presented in [46] . Nevertheless, the diffusion through macroscopic defects (100 nm) plays a major role [47] . Given such macroscopic defects, permeation continues as if there was no inorganic coating. According to the current state of the art, a completely defect free inorganic coating cannot be produced by vacuum deposition [48] . However, the determination of the amount and size of pores is rather complex and time-consuming. This is why the barrier improvement factor (BIF) is commonly used to describe the quality of the inorganic coating. This value sets into relation the permeabilities of the polymer with (Q poly+coat ) and without (Q poly ) the inorganic coating. It is affected by the amount and size of defects as well as the thickness of the underlying polymer substrate:
Herein, the permeability of the polymer with inorganic coating (Q poly+coat ), actually consists of the transmission through all defects, assuming that the rest of the surface does not let pass any gas. Trying to describe the permeation through these defects, various models were developed. The first models were created by Prins and Hermans [44] , based on which further ideas were presented by e.g., [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . For technically relevant substrate thicknesses and defect sizes, the models can be rewritten approximately as in Equation (6) . Herein it is visible, that the transmission Q poly+coat does not depend on the substrate thickness (within the range of validity), but only on the permeability coefficient (P) of the material, the amount of the defects per area (n d ) and the effective average of defect area (a) [37] :
Importance of Coating Thickness for Barrier Properties
The thickness and consistency of nanodeposited layers (nanocoatings) have a high impact on their performance [54] . Several studies [37, 50, 55] showed that the permeability Q poly+coat negatively correlates with the increasing thickness of the inorganic coating until a certain point. Then, even for higher thicknesses, Q poly+coat stays almost constant. In [37] it was shown that only for thicknesses that are one to three magnitudes higher the permeability further decreases. It was concluded, that the idea of Volmer-Weber growth helps us to understand the steady decrease of permeability for low coating thicknesses. Nonetheless, the few existing investigations that have been made to analyze the coating structure rather indicate a Frank-van-der-Merwe growth. Figure 2 raised the question of how the thickness of an inorganic coating should be defined. Does "thickness" take blank spaces or defects into account or not? Is "thickness" an average value over a broader surface or is it measured at a certain distinct point? Does "thickness" include aluminum oxide or only pure aluminum? Accordingly, when having a look at various publications [37, 39, 42, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , the thickness is measured by numerous different methods. Because the thickness of these aluminum coatings is much shorter than the wavelength of visible light, traditional microscopy is not usable for this application.
As stated by Mattox [61] , these methods can be subdivided into mass, geometrical, and property thicknesses. Mass thickness is measured in µg/cm 2 (e.g., by mass spectroscopy) but does not take into account the density, micro structure, composition, or surface morphology. In contrast, the geometrical thickness in measured in µm, nm, or Å (e.g., AFM, profilometry). This value is affected by the surface morphology (e.g., roughness). Just like the mass thickness, geometrical thickness does not consider composition, thickness, or microstructure. By measuring property thicknesses, a physical value is obtained (e.g., electrical resistance, optical density, interference) which is then mathematically related to the coating thickness (see Figure 3) . For each technique the theoretical background, the method, and the analyses are explained. Limitations and especially parameters affecting the measured values are highlighted. Yet, especially concerning limitation values, equipment specifications will give more specialized information to the user. This work aims to be used as a guiding handbook for packaging technologists working in the field of metallization. For more detailed information, literature hints are provided for the interested reader.
Characterization Techniques

Mass Thickness
There are various measurement techniques available today, for determining mass thickness, such as X-ray fluorescence, ion probe, radioactivation analysis, chemical balance, micro balance, or torsional balance [62] . However, the most common method in the field of PVD is the quartz crystal micro balance (QCM), with which the evaporation rate is usually monitored [63] . Taking into account the coating speed and geometrical constraints under which the QCM, the evaporation source and the substrate are arranged, the coating thickness can be calculated in g/m 2 . The second method presented here is the analyses via ICP-MS, which is a certain kind of mass spectrometry. This, of course, can only be used when the sample is inserted as a liquid. Therefore, the evaporated aluminum needs to be dissolved from the substrate of distinct area before the amount of aluminum in the sample can be determined.
QCM QCM: Theory
When alternating current (AC) is applied on to the gold electrodes, which are evaporated on a piezoelectric quartz crystal, the crystal starts to oscillate in its resonance frequency (see Figure 4) . A quartz with a thickness of 3.317 × 10 −4 has a resonance frequency of 5 MHz [64] . For doing so, the crystal needs ideally to be cut from a mono crystal at an angle of 35.1° toward the optical axis, so that it oscillates in thickness shear mode. The frequency of this oscillation depends on the geometry of the crystal and therefore drops when the thickness increases [65, 66] . By monitoring the change in frequency and relating it to the deposited mass, this effect is used to gain information about the amount of aluminum that is evaporated on the QCM [67] .
The relation between frequency and mass is based on physical principles, as explained in the following. Commonly, the software will use mathematics to export data about the thickness. In the following sections, the quartz micro balance (QMB), mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), optical density (OD), interference, electrical surface resistance and eddy current measurements are presented as examples for the methods explained above.
For each technique the theoretical background, the method, and the analyses are explained. Limitations and especially parameters affecting the measured values are highlighted. Yet, especially concerning limitation values, equipment specifications will give more specialized information to the user. This work aims to be used as a guiding handbook for packaging technologists working in the field of metallization. For more detailed information, literature hints are provided for the interested reader.
Characterization Techniques
Mass Thickness
QCM QCM: Theory
When alternating current (AC) is applied on to the gold electrodes, which are evaporated on a piezoelectric quartz crystal, the crystal starts to oscillate in its resonance frequency (see Figure 4) . A quartz with a thickness of 3.317 × 10 −4 has a resonance frequency of 5 MHz [64] . For doing so, the crystal needs ideally to be cut from a mono crystal at an angle of 35.1 • toward the optical axis, so that it oscillates in thickness shear mode. The frequency of this oscillation depends on the geometry of the crystal and therefore drops when the thickness increases [65, 66] . By monitoring the change Under the assumption, that the evaporated material (aluminum) behaves similar to the quartz and that the evaporated mass is small in comparison to the quartz (about 2%), the resonance frequency changes linearly with the mass increase. Resonance appears, when the thickness of the quartz (d) is half of the transversal wavelength (λ) (Equation (7)). The speed of sound (vs) in quartz is a constant and dictates possible wavelengths (λ) and frequencies (f) (Equation (8)). Consequently, (d) and (f) always have the same proportion, as (vs) is constant (Equation (9)). When the evaporated material arrives on the surface, the thickness and mass increase. Therefore, Sauerbrey [68] introduced the mass density (ME) for the evaporated material and for the quartz material (MQ) which is defined by the thickness (d) and density (δ) as in Equations (10) and (11) . Accordingly, when the thickness (d) increases, also the mass density (ME) increases. Consequently, the change in frequency (∆f) is related to the mass density (ME) as in Equation (12) . By combining Equations (8), (11) and (12), Equation (13) can be derived and it becomes obvious, that (∆f) directly relates to the mass density of aluminum (ME), as (vs), (δQ) and (f) are constant. This correlation was first mentioned by Sauerbrey [68] and is therefore denoted as the Sauerbrey-equation [66] . For further improvement of the mathematical model, the impedance values for each plane can be introduced when modeling them as coupled resonators from two planes. A precise overview is given in [65] .
QCM: Method
The QCM is commonly integrated in the machine at some point close to the evaporation source and the process roll. It has to be taken into account, that at the place where the aluminum is deposited on the QCM, there is a shadowing effect so the aluminum will not reach the substrate surface. Additionally, the angle (α) and distance towards the evaporation source should be taken into account, as this might alter the measured results (see Figure 5 ). The relation between frequency and mass is based on physical principles, as explained in the following. Commonly, the software will use mathematics to export data about the thickness.
Under the assumption, that the evaporated material (aluminum) behaves similar to the quartz and that the evaporated mass is small in comparison to the quartz (about 2%), the resonance frequency changes linearly with the mass increase. Resonance appears, when the thickness of the quartz (d) is half of the transversal wavelength (λ) (Equation (7)). The speed of sound (v s ) in quartz is a constant and dictates possible wavelengths (λ) and frequencies (f ) (Equation (8)). Consequently, (d) and (f ) always have the same proportion, as (v s ) is constant (Equation (9)). When the evaporated material arrives on the surface, the thickness and mass increase. Therefore, Sauerbrey [68] introduced the mass density (M E ) for the evaporated material and for the quartz material (M Q ) which is defined by the thickness (d) and density (δ) as in Equations (10) and (11) . Accordingly, when the thickness (d) increases, also the mass density (M E ) increases. Consequently, the change in frequency (∆f ) is related to the mass density (M E ) as in Equation (12) . By combining Equations (8), (11) and (12) , Equation (13) can be derived and it becomes obvious, that (∆f ) directly relates to the mass density of aluminum (M E ), as (v s ), (δ Q ) and (f ) are constant. This correlation was first mentioned by Sauerbrey [68] and is therefore denoted as the Sauerbrey-equation [66] . For further improvement of the mathematical model, the impedance values for each plane can be introduced when modeling them as coupled resonators from two planes. A precise overview is given in [65] .
The QCM is commonly integrated in the machine at some point close to the evaporation source and the process roll. It has to be taken into account, that at the place where the aluminum is deposited on the QCM, there is a shadowing effect so the aluminum will not reach the substrate surface. Additionally, the angle (α) and distance towards the evaporation source should be taken into account, as this might alter the measured results (see Figure 5 ). 
QCM: Practical Aspects and Analyses
The software commonly needs the material density as input and its output will commonly be the deposition rate in Å/s. The accuracy is about 2%. The accuracy decreases with increasing thickness, which is why there are a few methods to reduce this effect. One option is to use a shutter, which only lets aluminum pass on the QCM in a certain frequency. Or a filter could be used, which only lets a certain number of atoms pass through to the QCM. Like this, the actually arriving amount of aluminum can be extrapolated, while at the same time the layer thickness on the QCM is reduced. Of course, this will reduce the accuracy of the QCM [15, 67, 69] . It has to be taken into account that the value obtained is the deposition rate and has the unit Å/s. The faster the material moves, the lower the coating thickness will be. The coating thickness (t) can be approximated by the following Equation (14) , taking into account the deposition rate (x), the web speed (w) and the shutter width (y): (14) 2.1.2. ICP-MS ICP-MS: Theory ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) is based on the chemical dissolution of the aluminum and the subsequent measurement of the concentration of aluminum in the dissolution. There are quite a few different ICP methods available for detecting unknown substances. The major concurring method that needs to be mentioned is ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry), in which electrons are excited, and the photons that are emitted when the electrons fall back to their ground state, are detected. In comparison, in ICP-MS, the plasma is used to ionize atoms and the ion charge is used to detect them. However, even for ICP-MS there are various equipment designs available today, of which three are outlined. An extensive overview is given in [70] .
The ICP-MS basically consists of three main parts: the probe-and plasma unit, the cones, and the mass spectrometer. Firstly, the liquid probe is conveyed over the pump and the vaporizer into the spray chamber. The small droplets are then transferred into the plasma unit. The plasma unit involves an induction coil that produces a high-frequency electromagnetic field. Argon is inserted in this field and becomes plasma, which is "seeded" with electrons [70] . When the small gas droplets reach the plasma, they are dried, decomposed, atomized and ionized. Afterwards, the positively charged ions pass through two concentric quartz cylinders (sampling cone, skimmer cone) where non-ionized atoms are excluded. The cones also lead to a focusing of the ion beam ( Figure 6 ). 
The software commonly needs the material density as input and its output will commonly be the deposition rate in Å/s. The accuracy is about 2%. The accuracy decreases with increasing thickness, which is why there are a few methods to reduce this effect. One option is to use a shutter, which only lets aluminum pass on the QCM in a certain frequency. Or a filter could be used, which only lets a certain number of atoms pass through to the QCM. Like this, the actually arriving amount of aluminum can be extrapolated, while at the same time the layer thickness on the QCM is reduced. Of course, this will reduce the accuracy of the QCM [15, 67, 69] . It has to be taken into account that the value obtained is the deposition rate and has the unit Å/s. The faster the material moves, the lower the coating thickness will be. The coating thickness (t) can be approximated by the following Equation (14), taking into account the deposition rate (x), the web speed (w) and the shutter width (y):
2.1.2. ICP-MS ICP-MS: Theory ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry) is based on the chemical dissolution of the aluminum and the subsequent measurement of the concentration of aluminum in the dissolution. There are quite a few different ICP methods available for detecting unknown substances. The major concurring method that needs to be mentioned is ICP-OES (inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry), in which electrons are excited, and the photons that are emitted when the electrons fall back to their ground state, are detected. In comparison, in ICP-MS, the plasma is used to ionize atoms and the ion charge is used to detect them. However, even for ICP-MS there are various equipment designs available today, of which three are outlined. An extensive overview is given in [70] .
The ICP-MS basically consists of three main parts: the probe-and plasma unit, the cones, and the mass spectrometer. Firstly, the liquid probe is conveyed over the pump and the vaporizer into the spray chamber. The small droplets are then transferred into the plasma unit. The plasma unit involves an induction coil that produces a high-frequency electromagnetic field. Argon is inserted in this field and becomes plasma, which is "seeded" with electrons [70] . When the small gas droplets reach the plasma, they are dried, decomposed, atomized and ionized. Afterwards, the positively charged ions pass through two concentric quartz cylinders (sampling cone, skimmer cone) where non-ionized atoms are excluded. The cones also lead to a focusing of the ion beam ( Figure 6 ). In a mass spectrometer, three basic principles are used, namely quadrupole filters, magnetic analyzers, and time-of-flight analyzers. In the first case, the ions pass a quadrupole or even octopole reaction system. This element consists of four or eight dipoles with opposite directions. On the opposing dipoles, a combination of DC and AC potentials is applied. A positively charged ion will be torn towards the negatively charged rod and discharged, unless the voltage changes before the collision. When the voltage changes before collision, the ion changes its direction. Like this, depending on their mass to charge ratio (m/z) ions start to oscillate and can only pass the quadrupole if they have a distinct m/z-value for a given frequency ( Figure 7 ) [65, 71] . All other ions will impact on the surface of the quadrupole or the sled wall and are discharged. Within one measurement, typically one mass is detected after another. Additionally, a helium collision mode is available. In this mode, helium is inserted in the quadrupole and leads to collisions with the sample ions. As molecular ions have bigger dimensions, they tend to collide more often with helium atoms and consequently lose kinetic energy (KED, kinetic energy discrimination). Like this, they are rather easily torn towards the quadrupole rods and can be excluded more easily while passing the magnetic field. In a magnetic analyzer, the ions pass an electric field. When a particle, charged with the load (q) (Equation (15) ) is accelerated in an electric field, its kinetic energy (Ek) and velocity (v) depend on the voltage (U) (Equation (16)). When this accelerated ion passes a magnetic field that is perpendicular to the trajectory, it is deflected and follows a circular path (Figure 8 ), on which the centrifugal force equals the magnetic force (Equation (17)). The magnetic force is defined by the magnetic field strength (B). By combining Equations (16) and (17) , Equation (18) is deducted. It becomes obvious, that the radius (r) is related to the m/z-ratio and that by a local dissolution of impinging ions on the detector, the abundance of each m/z-specie can be observed [73] . In a mass spectrometer, three basic principles are used, namely quadrupole filters, magnetic analyzers, and time-of-flight analyzers. In the first case, the ions pass a quadrupole or even octopole reaction system. This element consists of four or eight dipoles with opposite directions. On the opposing dipoles, a combination of DC and AC potentials is applied. A positively charged ion will be torn towards the negatively charged rod and discharged, unless the voltage changes before the collision. When the voltage changes before collision, the ion changes its direction. Like this, depending on their mass to charge ratio (m/z) ions start to oscillate and can only pass the quadrupole if they have a distinct m/z-value for a given frequency ( Figure 7 ) [65, 71] . All other ions will impact on the surface of the quadrupole or the sled wall and are discharged. Within one measurement, typically one mass is detected after another. Additionally, a helium collision mode is available. In this mode, helium is inserted in the quadrupole and leads to collisions with the sample ions. As molecular ions have bigger dimensions, they tend to collide more often with helium atoms and consequently lose kinetic energy (KED, kinetic energy discrimination). Like this, they are rather easily torn towards the quadrupole rods and can be excluded more easily while passing the magnetic field. In a mass spectrometer, three basic principles are used, namely quadrupole filters, magnetic analyzers, and time-of-flight analyzers. In the first case, the ions pass a quadrupole or even octopole reaction system. This element consists of four or eight dipoles with opposite directions. On the opposing dipoles, a combination of DC and AC potentials is applied. A positively charged ion will be torn towards the negatively charged rod and discharged, unless the voltage changes before the collision. When the voltage changes before collision, the ion changes its direction. Like this, depending on their mass to charge ratio (m/z) ions start to oscillate and can only pass the quadrupole if they have a distinct m/z-value for a given frequency ( Figure 7 ) [65, 71] . All other ions will impact on the surface of the quadrupole or the sled wall and are discharged. Within one measurement, typically one mass is detected after another. Additionally, a helium collision mode is available. In this mode, helium is inserted in the quadrupole and leads to collisions with the sample ions. As molecular ions have bigger dimensions, they tend to collide more often with helium atoms and consequently lose kinetic energy (KED, kinetic energy discrimination). Like this, they are rather easily torn towards the quadrupole rods and can be excluded more easily while passing the magnetic field. In a magnetic analyzer, the ions pass an electric field. When a particle, charged with the load (q) (Equation (15)) is accelerated in an electric field, its kinetic energy (Ek) and velocity (v) depend on the voltage (U) (Equation (16)). When this accelerated ion passes a magnetic field that is perpendicular to the trajectory, it is deflected and follows a circular path (Figure 8 ), on which the centrifugal force equals the magnetic force (Equation (17)). The magnetic force is defined by the magnetic field strength (B). By combining Equations (16) and (17), Equation (18) is deducted. It becomes obvious, that the radius (r) is related to the m/z-ratio and that by a local dissolution of impinging ions on the detector, the abundance of each m/z-specie can be observed [73] . In a magnetic analyzer, the ions pass an electric field. When a particle, charged with the load (q) (Equation (15)) is accelerated in an electric field, its kinetic energy (E k ) and velocity (v) depend on the voltage (U) (Equation (16)). When this accelerated ion passes a magnetic field that is perpendicular to the trajectory, it is deflected and follows a circular path (Figure 8 ), on which the centrifugal force equals the magnetic force (Equation (17)). The magnetic force is defined by the magnetic field strength (B). By combining Equations (16) and (17), Equation (18) is deducted. It becomes obvious, that the radius (r) is related to the m/z-ratio and that by a local dissolution of impinging ions on the detector, the abundance of each m/z-specie can be observed [73] .
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After the mass spectrometer, the ions need to be detected and quantified. As detection systems, three main working functions are available. Either the charge is directly measured (Faraday cup), or the kinetic energy transfer (which depends on the mass and velocity of the ions) leads to secondary electrons which are detected. In each case, the impacting ions lead to an electric current that is proportional to the amount of ions that are counted per second. Correspondingly, the resulting value is CPS (count per second) [71] .
A quantitative identification of atoms in a probe is possible by standard dissolutions, as there is a linear relationship between the signal intensities of the ions (counts per second, CPS) and the concentration of the element [72, 73] .
ICP-MS: Method
For calibration, an aluminum standard dissolution is used. This should be diluted with double distilled water to concentrations of, e.g., 0.25, 0.50, 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, and 3.00 mg/L aluminum. The software automatically calculates the counts per second (CPS), which is associated with the relating dilution and draws a standard graph ( Figure 10 ).
For the analysis of the aluminum content of the samples, those should be cut to a defined surface (A), e.g., 10 cm 2 . In the next step, the aluminum of each sample is dissolved by a defined factor (f 1 ) in 1 molar NaOH, e.g., 50 mL. After dissolving the aluminum for a certain time, the sample can again be diluted with double-distilled water by a factor (f 2 ). The concentration (c) in µg/L of this double diluted sample is then analyzed in the ICP-MS as counts per second (CPS) and then related to the concentration by the standard graph.
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For the analysis of the aluminum content of the samples, those should be cut to a defined surface (A), e.g., 10 cm 2 . In the next step, the aluminum of each sample is dissolved by a defined factor (f1) in 1 molar NaOH, e.g., 50 mL. After dissolving the aluminum for a certain time, the sample can again be diluted with double-distilled water by a factor (f2). The concentration (c) in μg/L of this double diluted sample is then analyzed in the ICP-MS as counts per second (CPS) and then related to the concentration by the standard graph. When it comes to the interpretation of the measured values, it needs to be considered that this value is related to a certain area of the tested material. Whereas the thickness determined via QCM is only valid for a certain location in relation to the evaporation source, the thickness determined via ICP-MS is more of an average value for a whole area. When the measurement area is taken from the same place, where the QCM is usually measuring, the values should be comparable. However, it cannot be compared to, e.g., the area right above the evaporation source, as the thickness will be higher there due to the cosine distribution. When it comes to the interpretation of the measured values, it needs to be considered that this value is related to a certain area of the tested material. Whereas the thickness determined via QCM is only valid for a certain location in relation to the evaporation source, the thickness determined via ICP-MS is more of an average value for a whole area. When the measurement area is taken from the same place, where the QCM is usually measuring, the values should be comparable. However, it cannot be compared to, e.g., the area right above the evaporation source, as the thickness will be higher there due to the cosine distribution.
ICP-MS: Practical Aspects and Analyses
Under consideration of the dilution factor (b 1 ) and (b 2 ), the sample surface (a s ) and the theoretical density (δ) of aluminum, the thickness (d) of the evaporated coating can be calculated according to Equation (21) .
When using this value, it should be considered that this method determines all the aluminum in the sample: aluminum existing as oxide as well as the pure metal, which might explain the deviations from other methods [42] . Additionally, interferences between atoms with the same m/z-ratio might alter the results. An overview of those is given in [74] . Limits of detectable concentrations (c) for diverse elements are given in [71] and range from 0.001 to >10 µg/L. For aluminum, the range is 0.001-0.1 µg/L. This range can further be exploited by increasing or decreasing the dilution factors (b 1 ) and (b 2 ) or sample surface (a s ), as given in Equation (21).
Geometrical Thickness: AFM
AFM is a contact profilometry method. In contrast to contact profilometry, non-contact profilometry uses electrons or photons for scanning the surface and gathering information about the depth profile. Contact profilometry methods are mechanical stylus profilometers, AFM and STM (scanning tunneling microcopy). In the latter, a cantilever is brought in such a short distance to the surface, that electrons start to tunnel and the current is measurable. As the current is then proportional to the distance, a surface topography image can be obtained. The AFM is based on a mechanical scanning of surfaces with the help of a cantilever with a sharp probe on top. This probe is moved across the surface line by line. In consonance with the surface topography, the cantilever is deflected and the extent of bending can be measured with capacitive or optical sensors. This information is translated into a surface topography image.
AFM AFM: Theory
When the probe approaches the surface, depending on the distance, different interaction forces superimpose. Van-der-Waals forces which are indirect proportional to −(r 6 ), appear due to charge transfer and act attractive. At smaller distances, orbital overlaps produce repulsive forces. They are indirect proportional to r 12 . When superimposing both potentials, the resulting Lenard-Jones-potential shows the dependency of attractive and repulsive forces of the distance between probe and surface ( Figure 11 ). As the probe approaches the surface, the cantilever ideally shows no bending. Then a "snap in" occurs, when attractive forces start to dominate. At this point, the probe starts to touch the surface. When the cantilever is further pressed against the surface, it is deflected and the repulsive forces dominate. Due to this effect, not only the imaging of topography but even the resolution of single atom orbitals is possible. For operating the AFM two different procedures are possible, one of which is in the field of "attractive forces" and the other one in the area of "repulsive" forces [75] .
AFM: Method
Basically, three different modes are available for AFM measurements: contact mode, non-contact mode, and intermitting mode. In the contact mode with constant height, the probe is moved so close to the surface that it is bent. According to the extent of bending (repulsive forces), the surface topography is imaged. However, in this mode, the surface and probe might be injured and hence the nature of the surface might affect the results. In the contact mode with constant force, the deflection of the cantilever is adjusted permanently to a set point that is especially useful for soft matter. In order to optimize the outcome, the set point needs to be adjusted in dependence of the cantilever stiffness and the surface nature. Information about the topography can then be extracted from the adjusted height of the cantilever. The advantages of this mode are the high resolution and that the probe and surface are protected.
In the non-contact mode, the cantilever oscillates at its resonant frequency. As the cantilever comes near the surface, it interacts with the force field (attractive forces), which quenches the oscillation and affects frequency and amplitude. Based on the phase and amplitude shift, information about the surface topography is deduced.
In the intermitting mode, the cantilever oscillates just like in the non-contact mode. Still, the distance between probe and surface is continuously adjusted to a constant level by keeping the interaction steady [75] . The advantage is that, apart from topography, stiffness and adhesion can also be determined by separately capturing attractive and repulsive forces [77] . As stated by Eaton and West [75] , more than 20 different modes of AFM are available today. Therefore only the basic principles are outlined in this review.
All modes use the same basic function, as explained in the following. The surface of the sample is scanned line by line. Therefore, either the sample or the cantilever can be moved. As described before, based on the interaction between cantilever and sample surface the cantilever is deflected vertically. While the probe moves across the surface, the bending of the cantilever is measured by optical sensors (Figure 12 ). In this optical sensor a laser beam impinges on the backside of the reflective cantilever and the movement of the reflected light spot is measured by a photodetector. Thus when the probe touches the surface, the light spot moves and the feedback control reacts by increasing the voltage output. Following the increase of voltage, a piezoelectric device will expand and lets the probe move away from the surface (approximately 0.1 nm per applied volt). The voltage used to move the piezo element in the z-direction is monitored and the height topography can be imaged accordingly [75, 77, 78] .
The resolution power of the AFM is limited by the geometry of the cantilever. Due to the respective geometries there is a real and an imaginary point of contact between probe and surface during scanning. Mathematically speaking, the measurement is a convolution between probe geometry and the surface ( Figure 13 ). Consequently, elevations are depicted larger (Figure 13c,d ) and indentations are represented smaller (Figure 13a ,b) than they really are. Thus the geometry of the probe is critical to the quality of the images measured with an AFM [75] . In the contact mode with constant force, the deflection of the cantilever is adjusted permanently to a set point that is especially useful for soft matter. In order to optimize the outcome, the set point needs to be adjusted in dependence of the cantilever stiffness and the surface nature. Information about the topography can then be extracted from the adjusted height of the cantilever. The advantages of this mode are the high resolution and that the probe and surface are protected.
The resolution power of the AFM is limited by the geometry of the cantilever. Due to the respective geometries there is a real and an imaginary point of contact between probe and surface during scanning. Mathematically speaking, the measurement is a convolution between probe geometry and the surface (Figure 13 ). Consequently, elevations are depicted larger (Figure 13c The cantilever with the nm-scale probe on top is usually produced by MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) technology. The materials used are commonly Si3N4 or Si which show a diamond-like structure. Whereas SiN4 cantilevers tend to bend due to residual stress, Si probes have a tendency to chip while contacting the surface [75] .
For measuring the thickness of evaporated aluminum, an adhesion tape needs to be applied on the surface before evaporation (Figure 14) . Afterwards, the adhesion tape is removed and a clear edge between the aluminum coated surface and the area, that was covered by the adhesive tape, appears. In this area, the measurements can be done by AFM. The measurement area can be adjusted between a few μm to up to 100 μm × 100 μm. The cantilever with the nm-scale probe on top is usually produced by MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) technology. The materials used are commonly Si3N4 or Si which show a diamond-like structure. Whereas SiN4 cantilevers tend to bend due to residual stress, Si probes have a tendency to chip while contacting the surface [75] .
For measuring the thickness of evaporated aluminum, an adhesion tape needs to be applied on the surface before evaporation (Figure 14) . Afterwards, the adhesion tape is removed and a clear edge between the aluminum coated surface and the area, that was covered by the adhesive tape, appears. In this area, the measurements can be done by AFM. The measurement area can be adjusted between a few μm to up to 100 μm × 100 μm. The cantilever with the nm-scale probe on top is usually produced by MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) technology. The materials used are commonly Si 3 N 4 or Si which show a diamond-like structure. Whereas SiN 4 cantilevers tend to bend due to residual stress, Si probes have a tendency to chip while contacting the surface [75] .
For measuring the thickness of evaporated aluminum, an adhesion tape needs to be applied on the surface before evaporation (Figure 14) . Afterwards, the adhesion tape is removed and a clear edge between the aluminum coated surface and the area, that was covered by the adhesive tape, appears. In this area, the measurements can be done by AFM. The measurement area can be adjusted between a few µm to up to 100 µm × 100 µm. The cantilever with the nm-scale probe on top is usually produced by MEMS (Micro-ElectroMechanical Systems) technology. The materials used are commonly Si3N4 or Si which show a diamond-like structure. Whereas SiN4 cantilevers tend to bend due to residual stress, Si probes have a tendency to chip while contacting the surface [75] .
For measuring the thickness of evaporated aluminum, an adhesion tape needs to be applied on the surface before evaporation (Figure 14) . Afterwards, the adhesion tape is removed and a clear edge between the aluminum coated surface and the area, that was covered by the adhesive tape, appears. In this area, the measurements can be done by AFM. The measurement area can be adjusted between a few μm to up to 100 μm × 100 μm. Based on the measured topography ( Figure 15 ) cross sections perpendicular to the edge are drawn and height profiles are extracted ( Figure 16 ). The coating thickness can now be calculated by the height difference between the surface with and without aluminum. The peak in the middle of the graph in Figure 16 is a result of the tearing of the adhesive tape. By tearing, the aluminum is slightly lifted on the edges. Therefore, the peak area must not be considered. Moreover, the base line might not be as ideally horizontal as in Figure 16 . In this case, the extracted height profile must be transcribed into an Excel file. Here, the data points from the base line of the substrate can be used to approximate a linear curve. Then the intercept of the curve is moved up so that the base line for the substrate plus coating can be fitted. By using a cosine function, a perpendicular can be dropped between the two baselines in order to calculate the distance between them.
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AFM: Practical Aspects and Analyses
Based on the measured topography ( Figure 15 ) cross sections perpendicular to the edge are drawn and height profiles are extracted ( Figure 16 ). The coating thickness can now be calculated by the height difference between the surface with and without aluminum. The peak in the middle of the graph in Figure 16 is a result of the tearing of the adhesive tape. By tearing, the aluminum is slightly lifted on the edges. Therefore, the peak area must not be considered. Moreover, the base line might not be as ideally horizontal as in Figure 16 . In this case, the extracted height profile must be transcribed into an Excel file. Here, the data points from the base line of the substrate can be used to approximate a linear curve. Then the intercept of the curve is moved up so that the base line for the substrate plus coating can be fitted. By using a cosine function, a perpendicular can be dropped between the two baselines in order to calculate the distance between them. What has to be taken into account when using this method is that that aluminum oxide is not captured separately but is included in the measured value. Additionally, inclusions, blank spaces, voids, etc. are not recorded either. The measurement is quite punctual, because it is not practical to make measurements on areas greater than about 100 μm × 100 μm. Scanning larger areas would lead to long scanning times in the range of a few hours. However, the resolution is extremely high and apart from height information, knowledge about the single molecule interactions between surface and cantilever (e.g., surface tension) can be gathered [75] . As displayed in Figure 13 , the image that is acquired is strongly affected by the cantilever that is used. This effect can be diminished, when profile information is not only gathered in one scan direction but in backward and forward measurement modes. That means that each unevenness is captured from both sides. The resolution of AFM is commonly greater than 100 nm, reaching up to atomistic scales. Commercial specimens for Z calibrations are even available to a size of 2 nm [75] . Based on the measured topography ( Figure 15 ) cross sections perpendicular to the edge are drawn and height profiles are extracted ( Figure 16 ). The coating thickness can now be calculated by the height difference between the surface with and without aluminum. The peak in the middle of the graph in Figure 16 is a result of the tearing of the adhesive tape. By tearing, the aluminum is slightly lifted on the edges. Therefore, the peak area must not be considered. Moreover, the base line might not be as ideally horizontal as in Figure 16 . In this case, the extracted height profile must be transcribed into an Excel file. Here, the data points from the base line of the substrate can be used to approximate a linear curve. Then the intercept of the curve is moved up so that the base line for the substrate plus coating can be fitted. By using a cosine function, a perpendicular can be dropped between the two baselines in order to calculate the distance between them. What has to be taken into account when using this method is that that aluminum oxide is not captured separately but is included in the measured value. Additionally, inclusions, blank spaces, voids, etc. are not recorded either. The measurement is quite punctual, because it is not practical to make measurements on areas greater than about 100 μm × 100 μm. Scanning larger areas would lead to long scanning times in the range of a few hours. However, the resolution is extremely high and apart from height information, knowledge about the single molecule interactions between surface and cantilever (e.g., surface tension) can be gathered [75] . As displayed in Figure 13 , the image that is acquired is strongly affected by the cantilever that is used. This effect can be diminished, when profile information is not only gathered in one scan direction but in backward and forward measurement modes. That means that each unevenness is captured from both sides. The resolution of AFM is commonly greater than 100 nm, reaching up to atomistic scales. Commercial specimens for Z calibrations are even available to a size of 2 nm [75] . What has to be taken into account when using this method is that that aluminum oxide is not captured separately but is included in the measured value. Additionally, inclusions, blank spaces, voids, etc. are not recorded either. The measurement is quite punctual, because it is not practical to make measurements on areas greater than about 100 µm × 100 µm. Scanning larger areas would lead to long scanning times in the range of a few hours. However, the resolution is extremely high and apart from height information, knowledge about the single molecule interactions between surface and cantilever (e.g., surface tension) can be gathered [75] . As displayed in Figure 13 , the image that is acquired is strongly affected by the cantilever that is used. This effect can be diminished, when profile information is not only gathered in one scan direction but in backward and forward measurement modes. That means that each unevenness is captured from both sides. The resolution of AFM is commonly greater than 100 nm, reaching up to atomistic scales. Commercial specimens for Z calibrations are even available to a size of 2 nm [75] .
Property Thickness
Whereas the last two chapters described the geometrical and mass thickness of thin coatings, this chapter focuses on the so-called property thickness. This denomination originates from the fact, that not the material itself, but the interaction with another physical phenomenon, e.g., ions, neutral particles, electrical field, or thermal energy, is monitored. In the present case, the interaction with photons (optical density, interference) and electrons (electrical surface resistance, eddy current measurement) is used to further describe thin aluminum coatings [65] . Other methods that can be counted as property thickness measurements are the Hall voltage measurement, interference spectra, polarization analysis, beta backscattering, X-ray fluorescence, X-ray emission, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and others [65] .
Optical Density
Any optical phenomenon is connected with the reaction of light with matter. Light can generally be considered as a superposition of electromagnetic waves, which interact with the substrate so that amplitude, wave length, angular frequency, intensity, polarization, and propagation direction changes. For all optical methods, one or more of these characteristics is observed and then related to the material features [79] . Examples are: total reflection X-ray fluorescence analysis (TXRF), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), grazing incidence X-ray, glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy (GD-OES), reflection absorption IR spectroscopy (RAIRS), surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), and UV-Vis-IR ellipsometry (ELL) [65, 80] . When the correspondent signals are analyzed, one will usually achieve information about the surface of the probe and/or about the material itself. However, especially when thin coatings are analyzed, both effects superimpose. This problem is often solved by building mathematical models that incorporate both phenomena. Then the model is fitted to the measured values. Like this, information about both (geometry and material) can be derived. Though for doing so, a minimum knowledge about the materials (e.g., refractive indices, absorption coefficients, approximate thicknesses, etc.) in the probe is necessary before fitting the measurement with the mathematical model [79] . The method of measuring the optical density uses the intensity of light as a characteristic feature. The material specific property that has to be known for this kind of analyses is the absorption coefficient (α), as explained in the following.
Optical Density: Theory When light impacts a surface, it will partially be reflected (R), absorbed (A), scattered (S), and transmitted (T). Because of the conservation of energy, the sum of all parts is always 1 (Equation (22)). By knowing three of them, the fourth one can easily be calculated. However, reflection (R) and transmission (T) are rather easy to capture. Consequently, (A) and (S) are often summarized to the optical loss (L), as they are rather hard to define (Equation (22)). Commonly, the parts of reflected, absorbed, scattered, and transmitted light are defined by their relation to the initial intensity of the light beam (Equation (23)) [79, 81] .
Apart from that, Lambert and Beer introduced a mathematical law concerning absorption, which is commonly used in biology and chemistry to find the amount of dispersed particles in a liquid. They found that the intensity of transmitted light correlates with the absorption coefficient of the particles (α) and the distance (l) that light travels through the dispersion according to Equation (24) .
The absorption coefficient (α) in turn is linked to the frequency (ω), speed of light (c) and extinction coefficient (K), as illustrated in Equation (27) [79] .
This means that according to the Lambert Beer law, absorbance (A ) is defined as the part of the light that is not transmitted (Equation (26)). This definition of "absorbance" does not equal the definition given at the beginning of the paragraph but is rather defined by absorption (A), scattering (S), and reflectance (R), as becomes obvious in Equation (27) . Nevertheless, the optical density (OD) (Equation (27) ) is derived from Equation (24) and is used to characterize the thickness of thin coatings. That means a coating having an optical density of 1, 2 or 3 lets pass 10%, 1% and 0.1% of light, respectively. Consequently, when using the concept of optical density, one needs to be aware that scattering, reflectance and absorption might alter the measured value although the originally defined absorbance might have kept constant. Additionally all four values are subjected to the wavelength, material, and the material's structure [79, 81, 82] .
Optical Density: Method Because of the above-mentioned simplification, only the transmittance is measured for optical density [39] . Some simpler or rather sophisticated methods are commercially available. They all have in common that, for measuring the transmittance, the object is placed under a focused light source and transmittance is measured by a photo diode on the backside of the material. Depending on the equipment, one single wave length or a whole range can be measured (e.g., with FTIR). As evaporated coatings are typically applied on polyethylenetherephthalate or polypropylene substrates, the optical density of the pure substrate should also be captured and subtracted from the measured value.
Optical Density: Practical Aspects and Analyses Weiss [83] showed in his work a linear correlation between optical density and thickness in the range of optical density of 0.3 to 3.5 (this means a transmission of 50% to 0.03%, respectively). However, the thickness suddenly increases at optical thicknesses <3.5. Similarly Hertlein [81] declares that OD is not useful for values >3.2. Apart from that, Copeland and Astbury [39] showed, that the optical density decreases over time, as the light-absorbing aluminum reacts to the transparent aluminum oxide. Therefore, the acquired value only takes into account the metallic part of the coating.
Apart from that, the challenge while calculating the thickness of the coating based on the optical density is the definition of the absorption coefficient (α), and the extinction coefficient (K). As mentioned before, these parameters are highly susceptible on material, wavelength, and structure. It was calculated for various other evaporated substances in [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] . The interrelation of optical density or transmittance with process conditions, coating thickness and wavelength was evaluated by [42, 89, 90] . According to Schulz [91] , the absorption coefficient for aluminum has a value of approximately 4-9 for wavelengths of 0.4-0.9 µm. As stated by Lehmuskero and Kuittinen [89] the coefficient had a value of 3-21 for a wavelength of 0.3-2 µm. Heavens [92] gave an overview of coefficients determined by various sources. Here, the extinction coefficient attained values of 0-12 in the region of 0.1-100 µm wavelength. Moreover, Lehmuskero and Kuittinen [89] found that the values for atomic layer deposited aluminum were higher than for physical vapor deposited aluminum. This was explained by the higher grain size for evaporated coatings, which leads to a reduced scattering of electrons, which in turn increases the absorption coefficient. Apart from that, the coating thickness showed an effect over the whole range of wave lengths without showing a clear trend. One way to explain this effect was to take into account the aluminum oxide. Depending on the overall thickness, the oxide layer might occupy different portions of this thickness and might therefore have different impacts on the optical density. However, this was not evaluated further. As a conclusion, Lehmuskero and Kuittinen [89] recommended, not to use literature values for extinction and absorption coefficients, as these might lead to deviations of approximately 20% but rather identify them for each new process and process equipment. Consequently, the method can be used as a fast way of obtaining approximate thickness evaluations, especially when the process conditions are kept constant. However, the coefficients need to be clearly determined when very accurate values shall be obtained. In this case, the identification of these values might be extremely time consuming.
Interference (Tolansky Method)
In 1827 the physicist Jacques Babinet proposed the idea of using the wavelength of light as a measure of length, which is basically done in interferometry [93] . As elucidated previously, the interaction of light with matter alters the amplitude, wave-length, angular frequency, intensity, polarization, and/or propagation direction [79] . The interference method uses the reflectance (R) of surfaces as well as the intensity (I) of light.
Interference is the superimposition of rays, which can be non-destructive or destructive in the case of coherent waves, and a phase shift of a half wavelength. If rays are reflected on a surface and superimpose with itself at a phase shift of a half wavelength, then the intensity becomes zero. This effect is visible as bright and dark lines (interference pattern) and can therefore be used to measure coating thicknesses, as is demonstrated in the following Section [93] .
For thin coating analyses, a huge number of measurements based on interference is available, which are principally divided into single and multiple beam interferometry. The latter has the advantage that the intensity at each interference band is an accumulated intensity of each reflection and therefore the bands are rather sharp and easy to identify. Further examples are the Michelson interferometry, Fourier spectroscopy, and Fabry-Perot Interferometry.
Interference (Tolansky Method): Theory
The thickness of a deposited aluminum coating can be determined by the light interference method according to Tolansky [94] , which is based on Newtonian interference bands. Knowledge about material density, electrical conductivity, etc. is not necessary [95] . The prerequisite for this method is access to an edge on the substrate, as illustrated in Figure 14 . Additionally, both surfaces (aluminum and underlying polymer) should have a high (ideally identical) reflection. If this is not the case, an additional nano meter thin coating of e.g., gold should be sputtered on both surfaces. For creating an interferable system, a semitransparent reference glass is positioned on the sample surface under a small angle (α). Rays will pass through the glass, impact on the probe surface, and be reflected by it with a phase shift of 180 • . Incoming and reflected rays will then interfere. For doing so, these rays need to have a minimum distance. This is achieved by a small distance between the glass and the surface as well as a small angle between both. When the distance between the substrate surface and the reference glass is a multiple of 0.5λ, waves superimpose in a destructive way and interference bands appear in a defined distance (a). Due to the small angle and low distance, interference bands are highly contrasting with a step loss in intensity. They will appear very thin compared to their distances (a) and are therefore usable for an evaluation [96] . Because of the step due to the aluminum coating, there is an offset (a ) between the interference bands caused by the polymer surface and the bands caused by the aluminum surface. The higher the aluminum thickness (d), the bigger the offset (a ) (Figure 17 ) [94, 95, 97] . A mathematical description of the dependencies based on simple trigonometric relations allows for deriving Equations (28) and (29) . By combining both, the thickness (d) is then calculated like in Equation (30) [98, 99] . Interference (Tolansky Method): Method According to the theory described before, only the wavelength (λ) as well as the distance (a) and offset (a′) need to be known/measured, for calculating the coating thickness (d). Ideally, both surfaces should have the same refractive index. This is why an additional sputtered coating is often applied on both the polymer and the aluminum. For generating the interference bands, a Tolansky objective is applied on the light microscope and a filter is added for adjusting the light to monochromatic rays of 550 nm. The microscopic objectives that are necessary for interference measurements are commercially available. They are working on the basic principle depicted in Figure 18 . Light is emitted and condensed by a lens, then filtered by a monochrome filter to a wave-length of typically 550 nm. Condensed by a second lens and mirrored towards the reference glass, the step between the aluminum and the substrate triggers interference bands, which are then visible and ready to be evaluated by microscope software. The interference bands should be perpendicular to the direction of the coating edge. Once the resolution is adjusted, (a) and (a′) is measured and (d) is calculated as in Equation (30). Interference (Tolansky Method): Method According to the theory described before, only the wavelength (λ) as well as the distance (a) and offset (a ) need to be known/measured, for calculating the coating thickness (d). Ideally, both surfaces should have the same refractive index. This is why an additional sputtered coating is often applied on both the polymer and the aluminum. For generating the interference bands, a Tolansky objective is applied on the light microscope and a filter is added for adjusting the light to monochromatic rays of 550 nm. The microscopic objectives that are necessary for interference measurements are commercially available. They are working on the basic principle depicted in Figure 18 . Light is emitted and condensed by a lens, then filtered by a monochrome filter to a wave-length of typically 550 nm. Condensed by a second lens and mirrored towards the reference glass, the step between the aluminum and the substrate triggers interference bands, which are then visible and ready to be evaluated by microscope software. The interference bands should be perpendicular to the direction of the coating edge. Once the resolution is adjusted, (a) and (a ) is measured and (d) is calculated as in Equation (30) . Figure 19 shows typical interference bands of an aluminum coating on a PET surface. Care needs to be taken to correctly identify (a) and (a ). One possibility to facilitate this was presented by Hanszen [95] , who explained that, due to the different phase shifts of monochromatic light on the substrate and coating, both should be covered with an additional, highly reflective 10 nm coating (e.g., gold or silver). This is especially important, when the thickness of the transparent aluminum oxide layer should be included in the measured value. However, roughness, blank spaces between aluminum coating, and sputtered coating, as well as gaps in the sputtered coating, still have an effect. Thus, if the surface to measure is rough, the actually measured coating thickness is not the average height (d), but a certain factor higher than (d). Only if the roughness of the substrate and the coating are the same is this effect negligible. Gaps in the sputtered coating appear due to island growth (see Figure 19 ). When this happens, light is partially reflected on the sputtered island and partially on the coating. This might lead to deviations in the measured value of the coating thickness. Moreover, even this sputtered coating might show different growth behavior, which might again manipulate the results. Piegari and Masetti [59] followed that, in order to avoid deviations, the sputtered coating should be applied in a high vacuum at low condensation temperatures. However, the accuracy is reported to be approximately 1%.
Interference (Tolansky Method): Practical Aspects and Analyses
According to the theory described before, only the wavelength (λ) as well as the distance (a) and offset (a′) need to be known/measured, for calculating the coating thickness (d). Ideally, both surfaces should have the same refractive index. This is why an additional sputtered coating is often applied on both the polymer and the aluminum. For generating the interference bands, a Tolansky objective is applied on the light microscope and a filter is added for adjusting the light to monochromatic rays of 550 nm. The microscopic objectives that are necessary for interference measurements are commercially available. They are working on the basic principle depicted in Figure 18 . Light is emitted and condensed by a lens, then filtered by a monochrome filter to a wave-length of typically 550 nm. Condensed by a second lens and mirrored towards the reference glass, the step between the aluminum and the substrate triggers interference bands, which are then visible and ready to be evaluated by microscope software. The interference bands should be perpendicular to the direction of the coating edge. Once the resolution is adjusted, (a) and (a′) is measured and (d) is calculated as in Equation (30). Figure 19 shows typical interference bands of an aluminum coating on a PET surface. Care needs to be taken to correctly identify (a) and (a′). One possibility to facilitate this was presented by Hanszen [95] , who explained that, due to the different phase shifts of monochromatic light on the substrate and coating, both should be covered with an additional, highly reflective 10 nm coating (e.g., gold or silver). This is especially important, when the thickness of the transparent aluminum oxide layer should be included in the measured value. However, roughness, blank spaces between aluminum coating, and sputtered coating, as well as gaps in the sputtered coating, still have an effect. Thus, if the surface to measure is rough, the actually measured coating thickness is not the average height (d), but a certain factor higher than (d). Only if the roughness of the substrate and the coating are the same is this effect negligible. Gaps in the sputtered coating appear due to island growth (see Figure 19 ). When this happens, light is partially reflected on the sputtered island and partially on the coating. This might lead to deviations in the measured value of the coating thickness. Moreover, even this sputtered coating might show different growth behavior, which might again manipulate the results. Piegari and Masetti [59] followed that, in order to avoid deviations, the sputtered coating should be applied in a high vacuum at low condensation temperatures. However, the accuracy is reported to be approximately 1%. 
Electrical Surface Resistance
Electrical Surface Resistance: Theory Electrical resistivity (R) is the property of a current carrying conductor to inhibit the current flow. It is inhibited by collisions with lattice defects and impurities as well as oscillations of the crystal lattice atoms [100] . It is defined as the relation of voltage (U) to current (I). The inverse value represents the conductivity (G) (Equation (31)) [75] . The electrical resistivity depends on the geometry and material characteristics of the current carrying conductor. With the help of the specific electrical resistivity (ρ), length (l), width (b) and thickness (d) of the conductor, the expected resistivity (R) can be calculated (Equation (32)). If length (l) and width (b) are equal, both can be deducted from the formula which leads to the value of the so called surface resistivity (R■) (Equation (33)). As this resistivity is measured in a squarish setup, it is often indexed with a small square (R■). The advantage is now, that by using a defined construction (with l = b) for measuring the resistance, the coating thickness (d) can easily be calculated from Equation (33) .
Pursuant to the Drude-Lorentz-Sommerfeld theory, the conductivity of metals is subjected to the density of the free electrons in the metal (n), the electron charge (e), the mean free path of the conducting electrons (l), the effective mass of an electron (m), and the average speed of free electrons (vF), like in Equation (34) . However, the mean free path (a) is related to the amount of imperfections and defects as well as the structure of the conductor as electrons are scattered on these lattice imperfections [100] . Kinds of imperfections are revealed in [34] . For small amounts of impurities, the effective resistivity is a sum of the bulk resistivity (ρb(T)) in dependence of the temperature (T) and 
Electrical Surface Resistance: Theory Electrical resistivity (R) is the property of a current carrying conductor to inhibit the current flow. It is inhibited by collisions with lattice defects and impurities as well as oscillations of the crystal lattice atoms [100] . It is defined as the relation of voltage (U) to current (I). The inverse value represents the conductivity (G) (Equation (31)) [75] . The electrical resistivity depends on the geometry and material characteristics of the current carrying conductor. With the help of the specific electrical resistivity (ρ), length (l), width (b) and thickness (d) of the conductor, the expected resistivity (R) can be calculated (Equation (32)). If length (l) and width (b) are equal, both can be deducted from the formula which leads to the value of the so called surface resistivity (R ) (Equation (33)). As this resistivity is measured in a squarish setup, it is often indexed with a small square (R ). The advantage is now, that by using a defined construction (with l = b) for measuring the resistance, the coating thickness (d) can easily be calculated from Equation (33) .
Pursuant to the Drude-Lorentz-Sommerfeld theory, the conductivity of metals is subjected to the density of the free electrons in the metal (n), the electron charge (e), the mean free path of the conducting electrons (l), the effective mass of an electron (m), and the average speed of free electrons (v F ), like in Equation (34) . However, the mean free path (a) is related to the amount of imperfections and defects as well as the structure of the conductor as electrons are scattered on these lattice imperfections [100] . Kinds of imperfections are revealed in [34] . For small amounts of impurities, the effective resistivity is a sum of the bulk resistivity (ρ b (T)) in dependence of the temperature (T) and the resistivity of the defects (ρ d (c)) in dependence of the defect concentration (c) [100] . According to Mattheissen's rule for thin metal coatings, an additional term for the scattering at the boundary surfaces (ρ h (h)) can be added, which correlates with the thickness (d) of the thin coating [100] :
Electrical Surface Resistance: Method
In order to eliminate (b) and (l) from Equation (33), a defined geometry of the measured surface needs to be ensured where b = l. For accuracy reasons, usually 4 point set ups are used which are depicted in Figure 20 . Therefore, electrodes might either be arranged in a linear or in a squarish way (van-der-Pauw method). In each case, the current is introduced between point (A) and (B) and the decrease in voltage is determined via (C) and (D). the resistivity of the defects (ρd(c)) in dependence of the defect concentration (c) [100] . According to Mattheissen's rule for thin metal coatings, an additional term for the scattering at the boundary surfaces (ρh(h)) can be added, which correlates with the thickness (d) of the thin coating [100] :
In order to eliminate (b) and (l) from Equation (33), a defined geometry of the measured surface needs to be ensured where b = l. For accuracy reasons, usually 4 point set ups are used which are depicted in Figure 20 . Therefore, electrodes might either be arranged in a linear or in a squarish way (van-der-Pauw method). In each case, the current is introduced between point (A) and (B) and the decrease in voltage is determined via (C) and (D). 
Electrical Surface Resistance: Practical Aspects and Analyses
Especially for nanometer thin coatings, the gravitational pressure of the tool might already cause cracks in the material. To reduce the influence of the pressure of the measurement setup on the thin coating, the electrodes are sometimes spring loaded. Moreover, oxide layers (which can have a resistivity 20-fold higher than the pure metal) can increase the determined value. Once the surface resistivity (R■) is measured, the coating thickness (h) can easily be calculated. However, some more effects should be taken into account, when interpreting this value.
Aluminum oxide has a resistivity of 10 18 (Ω•mm 2 )/m, which is 20-fold higher than aluminum. Consequently, the thickness of aluminum oxide is not captured in the measured value.
Another factor is the effect of electron scattering on surfaces and grain boundaries, of surface roughness and of island growth on electrical conductivity for different other metals such as copper, silver or gold were evaluated by [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] and fitted to models of Fuchs [120] , Sondheimer [121] , Soffer [122] , Namba [107] , Mayadas, and Shatzkes [123, 124] .
Rider and Foxon [125] quantified the dislocation density in cold-worked and partially annealed aluminum. They found that the dislocation resistivity was independent of dislocation density and arrangement. Additionally, Mayadas and Feder [126] measured the resistivity of thin aluminum coatings in the range of 700 to 10,000Å and modeled the effect of electron scattering on surfaces as well as on grain boundaries. However, the fitting of the curves to the Fuchs theory was not successful. However, Mayadas and Shatzkes [123] showed that if the grain size increases with coating thickness, then a distinct effect on the resistivity exists. In [124] the resistivity of a thin aluminum coating is 
Especially for nanometer thin coatings, the gravitational pressure of the tool might already cause cracks in the material. To reduce the influence of the pressure of the measurement setup on the thin coating, the electrodes are sometimes spring loaded. Moreover, oxide layers (which can have a resistivity 20-fold higher than the pure metal) can increase the determined value. Once the surface resistivity (R ) is measured, the coating thickness (h) can easily be calculated. However, some more effects should be taken into account, when interpreting this value.
Aluminum oxide has a resistivity of 10 18 (Ω·mm 2 )/m, which is 20-fold higher than aluminum. Consequently, the thickness of aluminum oxide is not captured in the measured value.
Rider and Foxon [125] quantified the dislocation density in cold-worked and partially annealed aluminum. They found that the dislocation resistivity was independent of dislocation density and arrangement. Additionally, Mayadas and Feder [126] measured the resistivity of thin aluminum coatings in the range of 700 to 10,000 Å and modeled the effect of electron scattering on surfaces as well as on grain boundaries. However, the fitting of the curves to the Fuchs theory was not successful. However, Mayadas and Shatzkes [123] showed that if the grain size increases with coating thickness, then a distinct effect on the resistivity exists. In [124] the resistivity of a thin aluminum coating is modeled, taking into account the background scattering of phonons and point defects, grain boundaries, and scattering on external surfaces. The conclusions were that the effect of thickness on resistivity is due to the grain-boundary scattering and the Fuchs size effect. The grain-boundary reflection coefficient in aluminum was found to be ≈0. 15 . Apart from that, in [127] results are presented, where the effect of pore size, its volume fraction, and direction on the electrical resistivity was measured, modeled, and simulated.
The methods limitation is mainly fixed by the set ups measurement range. Especially when aluminum coatings are thin and the distance between single atoms or clusters is large, no current can flow. Consequently, the resistivity of the aluminum coating is high and the measured value will principally be that of the substrate and therefore probably not detectable. This effect has been experimentally and theoretically investigated by [103, 106, 128, 129 ].
Eddy Current Measurement
Just like with the setup for the electrical surface resistance, the eddy current technology is used to measure the resistivity-or in this case the conductivity-of the aluminum surface. The eddy current measurement is extendable to the impedance spectroscopy by varying the inserted frequency of the current (I), which allows for extracting some more information about Ohmic and capacitive resistivities (as e.g., in [130] ).
Eddy Current Measurement: Theory
Just like surface resistance measurement, the eddy current measurement is an electrical method. However, it can be applied for non-destructive material testing, which is especially used for defining quality characteristics like coating thickness, resistivity, material homogeneity, and other physical changes in the material. By applying an alternating voltage (100 kHz to some MHz) on the induction coil, an electromagnet field (primary field) is generated. If a conducting sample is placed in this electromagnetic field, eddy currents are triggered in the sample. The notation "eddy current" is based on the movement of the current carriers on circular paths. This eddy current then leads to a secondary electromagnetic field, which impinges on the primary field. This impingement can be measured and related to the thickness of the coating [65] . The basic physical principles are outlined in the following. However, the exact mathematical description of the interaction of coil and a flat metal sheet can be found in [131] .
The aluminum coating is characterized by the thickness (d), the electrical conductivity (1/R), and the magnetic permeability (µ r ) [65] . When an alternating current passes a coil, this leads to the development of an electromagnetic field (Figure 21 ), defined by the magnetic flux density (B1) and electric flux density (E), which leads to the movement of current carriers with the velocity (v) in a flat metal sheet supposed to the field. The three vectors (B), (E), and (v) are perpendicular to each other (Lorentz rule) (Equation (38) ) and lead to the circular movement of the current carriers in the aluminum (eddy current). The magnetic flux density (B 1 ) is triggered depending on the electrical current (I) passing through the coil, the length of the coil (l), its coil number (N), and the magnetic constant (µ 0 ) (Equation (36)). These eddy currents trigger a secondary magnetic field (B 2 ), which is opposite directed and alters the primary field (B 1 ). Pursuant to the rule of Lenz, the secondary field superimposes the first one and reduces it to the value of (B 1 ). The relation of (B 1 ) to (B 1 ) is denoted as the permeability (µ r ). In a nutshell, the eddy currents will be higher when the aluminum coating is thicker, and the inductance in the coil will be lower [65, 132, 133] . This energy loss consists of three parts: the hysteresis loss (W h ), the classical loss (W cl ), and the excess loss (W exc ) (see Equation (42)).
Herein the classical loss (W cl ) depends on the thickness as in Equation (43) . Here, (σ) is the conductivity, (d) is the material thickness, (J p ) is the peak polarization, (f ) is the frequency, and (δ) is the material density [134] . Figure 21 . Schematic representation of eddy current (adapted from [133] ).
Eddy Current Measurement: Method
Basically, two different methods are used for eddy current measurements: the surface and transmission technique. In the first case, the sending coil is also the receiving coil and the specimen is placed at a defined distance to it. In the second case, the specimen is placed between two coils: the first one triggers the electromagnetic field; in the second coil the electromagnetic field leads to a current in the coil. The second method has the advantage that misalignments as well as the distance between coil and specimen only have a minor effect on test results [135] . Various different methods and setups are reviewed in [136] .
In order to reveal the shift of inductance, a circuit can be used, as in Figure 22 . This consists of a power supply (U0), the coil with inductance (L), the coils' resistivity (r), a capacitor (C), and an external resistor (R). Because of the shift of energy between the coil and the capacitor, the circuit oscillates and shows a typical resonance frequency, which can be monitored via the LC circuit voltage (ULC). When the sample is introduced to the system, the coils inductivity (L) changes and the resonance voltage (ULC) shifts away. The change of (ULC) is amplified and related to the samples' surface resistivity (R■). Further variations in the eddy current measurements are described in [130, 131, 135, [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] . 
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Eddy Current Measurement: Practical Aspects and Analyses
Once the surface resistance (R ) is measured, the material thickness (d) can then be calculated from Equation (33) . New systems exist, that automatically or semi-automatically measure the surface resistance in a raster of e.g., 1 cm squares. Although eddy current measurements area a rather punctual method, this offers the opportunity to gain an average value which characterizes a whole material area. In [143] simulations have been carried out that show a clear relationship between bulk resistivity of the specimens and the eddy current induced in the thin conductor metals. Measurement setups are available e.g., in the range of 0.001-3000 Ω/sq, that equals of an ideal aluminum coating thickness of approximately 26 µm-0.01 nm [133] . Just like in the electrical surface resistance measurement, aluminum oxide is not captured in the measured value because of the extremely high resistivity.
However, several factors might affect the results. Heuer and Hillmann [139] stated, that subjected to the frequency, the depth where eddy currents are triggered might vary. Therefore, for thicker materials, a lower frequency is necessary to ensure the full penetration of the material.
Qu, Zhao [142] varied the coil resistance, its capacity, and induction in the LC circuit and found that, by reducing the resistance by using multi strand of wires for the coil the sensitivity increases. The maximum sensitivity reached was 2 mV/nm. The importance of sensitivity was also emphasized by Angani, Ramos [141] . Moulder, Uzal [140] determined the effect of the coil size to specimen thickness ratio on the sensitivity of the instrument. They found that for thin specimens only one feature (thickness or conductivity) can be measured when the other one is known. This effect is also comprehensively explained in [135] , where a solution is presented as to avoid this problem by choosing the right frequency. Similar to Moulder, Uzal [140] , Rajotte [138] also recommended, that the specimen should be at least 1.5 times larger than the outside diameter of the spiral coil.
Hillmann, Klein [135] evaluated the effect of sensor-to-sensor distances and material thickness on the deviation from expected values and found a non-linear behavior. The deviation was small (approximately 0.25 to 1.5 nm) and showed a further decrease for thicknesses below 20 nm. However, the deviation was much higher (approximately 0.5 to 4.0 nm) but still showed a decrease for thicknesses of ≥50 nm. A smaller distance between the two sensors (6 cm, 4 cm and 2 cm were tested) seemed to reduce the deviation.
Heuer, Hillmann [139] and Hillmann, Klein [135] even stated that the kind of material in mono and multilayers, the depth profile, thicknesses, and hardnesses as well as microstructure properties can be revealed. However, they were partially working in a thickness range of several micrometers and it is not mentioned which method was used to apply the coating. Concerning the differentiation of materials, Hillmann, Klein [135] emphasized the importance of choosing the right frequency, in order to properly distinguish between different materials with different conductivities and thicknesses. Angani, Ramos [141] proposed using this method to evaluate the corrosion of metals.
Methods Overview and Conclusions
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Impact of pores and defects
Is only metallic aluminum detected? When it comes to the correlation of thickness values with barrier effects against water vapor and oxygen, the awareness about the subdivision into mass, geometrical, and property thickness is useful. As permeation appears mainly through areas where the aluminum coating is not yet closed or is defective, the interpretation of measured and derived thickness values is critical.
For the calculation of mass thickness measurements, it is assumed that all the aluminum in the sample is arranged in a perfectly crystalline manner on the substrate surface. It is not taken into account that there might be defects or irregularities in the atomic lattice or aluminum that reacted to aluminum oxide and might influence the gas barrier.
In contrast to that, the geometrical measurement based on AFM is a very punctual measurement. The measured thickness consists of both the pure aluminum and also of aluminum oxide. Here one needs to be aware that the molar volume of aluminum oxide is higher (values depending on the exact composition) than that of pure aluminum. Additionally, the measurement should be repeated at different areas of the sample as it cannot be excluded that one measurement is done on a defect or an area with extraordinarily high or thin aluminum coverage.
As the name suggests, property thickness measurements measure a certain property of the aluminum, the thickness of which is then calculated based on the assumption that the nanometer thin coating behaves like an ideal bulk material. However, it is known, that nanometer materials behave differently from bulk material. Imagine a thick coating, full of pores and defects. These pores and defects might lead to increased electrical resistivity. Thus, a thickness would be calculated, that is thinner than it actually is (compare Equation (33)). For the case of optical density, an increasing relative amount of aluminum oxide decreases the measured value for the optical density. The amount of aluminum oxide is in turn affected by the residual oxygen in the recipient.
From this overview it becomes obvious, that the thickness can be measured rather quickly; however, a full characterization of the coating can only be done by the combination of the above mentioned methods. 
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As the name suggests, property thickness measurements measure a certain property of the aluminum, the thickness of which is then calculated based on the assumption that the nanometer thin coating behaves like an ideal bulk material. However, it is known, that nanometer materials behave differently from bulk material. Imagine a thick coating, full of pores and defects. These pores and When it comes to the correlation of thickness values with barrier effects against water vapor and oxygen, the awareness about the subdivision into mass, geometrical, and property thickness is useful. As permeation appears mainly through areas where the aluminum coating is not yet closed or is defective, the interpretation of measured and derived thickness values is critical.
As the name suggests, property thickness measurements measure a certain property of the aluminum, the thickness of which is then calculated based on the assumption that the nanometer thin coating behaves like an ideal bulk material. However, it is known, that nanometer materials behave differently from bulk material. Imagine a thick coating, full of pores and defects. These pores and When it comes to the correlation of thickness values with barrier effects against water vap oxygen, the awareness about the subdivision into mass, geometrical, and property thickness is As permeation appears mainly through areas where the aluminum coating is not yet close defective, the interpretation of measured and derived thickness values is critical.
As the name suggests, property thickness measurements measure a certain property aluminum, the thickness of which is then calculated based on the assumption that the nanomet coating behaves like an ideal bulk material. However, it is known, that nanometer materials b differently from bulk material. Imagine a thick coating, full of pores and defects. These por es to the correlation of thickness values with barrier effects against water vapor and reness about the subdivision into mass, geometrical, and property thickness is useful. ppears mainly through areas where the aluminum coating is not yet closed or is erpretation of measured and derived thickness values is critical. ulation of mass thickness measurements, it is assumed that all the aluminum in the ed in a perfectly crystalline manner on the substrate surface. It is not taken into re might be defects or irregularities in the atomic lattice or aluminum that reacted to and might influence the gas barrier. o that, the geometrical measurement based on AFM is a very punctual measurement. ickness consists of both the pure aluminum and also of aluminum oxide. Here one From this overview it can be concluded, that a higher financial investment does not necessarily lead to shorter measuring times or higher measurement ranges. Whereas ICP-MS, AFM, and interference seem to be more interesting methods for science related questions, especially QCM, eddy current, electrical resistivity, and optical density are commonly used in packaging material producing industries. QCM and optical density are widely used as inline measurement method, as they are also non-destructive.
When it comes to the correlation of thickness values with barrier effects against water vapor and oxygen, the awareness about the subdivision into mass, geometrical, and property thickness is useful. As permeation appears mainly through areas where the aluminum coating is not yet closed or is defective, the interpretation of measured and derived thickness values is critical.
From this overview it becomes obvious, that the thickness can be measured rather quickly; however, a full characterization of the coating can only be done by the combination of the above mentioned methods.
